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 Westernization becomes a trend in many places in this world. Westernization changed many 
aspects in life and rule then culture that usually used in the society. One of the factors that made 
westernization happen is economic factor. Western culture looks so shine with their industrial that 
made their citizen wealth. Because of it, many countries wanted to move followed industrialization 
that followed with the westernization culture. Westernization came from western culture, but 
industrialization came to the used of machine for made handcraft changed human reproduce.  
Controversy happened after the successful of industrialization proved able to make the 
socialite wealthy than before. Many countries wanted to follow for the sufficient of their society. Till 
the end some country is able to pro with westernization or not. They were who are pro with 
westernization, we can call pro-westernization, for they that did not agree, and we can call it contra-
westernization. In Istanbul memoir, they are who did not agree with westernization we can call:  
istanbullus or they are who still followed Istanbul rule based on Ottoman era (before westernization 
that populared by Turkey Republic ). 
Society in pro-westernization they live by western culture and style. For the example thrower 
television in the hall, used fireplace and the other western behavior. They did this to follow western 
style that spread. Pro-westernization explained in this research paper based on the Istanbul memoir by 
Orhan Pamuk. 
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The major problem of this study is how pro-westernization influenced Istanbul society life 
reflected in Istanbul memoir by Orhan Pamuk. The objective of this study is to analyze the pro-
westernization impact of society life based on structural elements and describe the importance of 
westernization rule in the memoir based on the post-colonialism analysis. 
In analyzing Istanbul memoir, the researcher used qualitative method and post-colonial 
approach. The data sources consist of primary data and secondary data sources. The data consist of 
primary data sources and secondary data sources. The primary data source is Istanbul memoir and the 
secondary data sources was the other sources related to the analysis such as books of literature, 
internet and the other information. The method of the data collection is library research. The 
technique of data analysis is descriptive analysis. 
The outcome of the study is showed in the conclusion. First the post-colonialism society they 
were just follow the rule that created by new colonialisation. Based on post-colonial approach, the 
colonialization was colonial, colonialised then colonialism fallen. So when the Ottoman fallen as the 
first colonialiser, the second colonialiser as the rival of the first colonialism was win and the society 
should follow it.  
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